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The views and opinions expressed in this 
publication are those of the authors and the 
interviewees, which do not necessarily reflect 
the opinion of the Cultural Affairs Bureau of 
the Macao S.A.R. Government.

Editor’s Letter

No matter how brilliant a product is, if there is no buyer, 

it is futile. In this past year, we have explored different sales 

and marketing strategies for various culture and creative 

industries and related products in Macao. This time, we look 

at things from the consumer’s angle and try to find out what 

services and products the market actually needs, and how 

to tap new consumers for the culture industries market. 

In addition, with the opening of the Macau Design 

Centre and the inaugural Macau Design Week, both of 

which were well received, two local designers share their 

views with us on entrepreneurship. 

We also have stories from across in Hong Kong. How 

can the newly opened Sun Museum, a privately-run art 

museum, revitalise an old industrial area? How can the 

City University of Hong Kong’s new multimedia exhibition 

on Cheung Po Tsai and maritime history make history 

interesting? In this issue, we’ll explore all these topics, and 

more.

Lei Chin Pang
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 Both quaint tea ceremony and calligraphy find 
their way to exhibit gracefully in Tealosophy

 Justin, founder of Tealosophy, 
says: “The ultimate goal of 
marketing is to build up a 
dialogue with customers. 
The most popular posts in 
social media nowadays are 
short stories about life and 
articles about travel and leisure. 
Emotional marketing is what 
cultural and creative businesses 
should do."
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In ancient times, a gentleman must study and practice tea ceremony and calligraphy. They are sometimes 

considered old-fashioned nowadays, but not for Tealosophy.

Delicate tatami floor, quaint decorations, calligraphy in Shoujin style on the wall and fine teaware, Tealosophy is 

a teahouse with a sense of tradition and expensive taste, nevertheless, since its opening last year, Tealosophy has 

increasing reputation and popularity, with constant exposure in social media. 

Justin is a tea art specialist, who excels in both the Chinese and Japanese tea cultures. His partner and good 

friend Elvis started learning calligraphy since childhood, who is good at Shoujin style of the Song Dynasty. Their 

partnership began a year ago. “It did not mean to be a business at first. We were looking for a place for making 

tea and practicing calligraphy; then we had the idea to promote the two art forms through commercial means.” 

Justin said.

The concept of Tealosophy is very simple: making tea and enjoying the calligraphy at the same time. Thus, the 

texts on the menu and paper cups are written by Elvis; the interior design and food are in oriental style. "The fusion 

of tea and calligraphy attracts customers from both sides, and also creates a real buzz." Tealosophy gains its popularity 

soon after it opened, both quaint tea ceremony and calligraphy find their way to exhibit gracefully.

After a year of the honeymoon period, Tealosophy shows no sign of decrease in popularity, which is unusual 

in cultural and creative businesses. Tourists from Hong Kong and Taiwan are still eager to visit; tea ceremony and 

calligraphy classes are in great demand. The small customer base for cultural and creative business in Macao 

seems not a problem for Tealosophy. "There is no lack of consumers, it is all about having good 

promotion strategies," said Justin.

Tealosophy has similar promotion strategies as other retail stores in Macao, such as 

relying on social media and the word of mouth. It is common for a retail store to focus 

on the product itself or offering discount in order to boost sales. Justin is not against 

these practices, but Tealosophy is doing more by involving human touch. “The ultimate 

goal of marketing is to build up a dialogue with customers. The most popular posts in social 

media nowadays are short stories about life and articles about travel and leisure. Emotional 

marketing is what cultural and creative businesses should do." Therefore, Elvis' writing and 

poems about life can always be found in Tealosophy's social media pages as the shop is 

promoting culture and selling sentiments. Justin and Elvis' effort does move their custumers 

and thus explains the long-standing of Tealosophy. 

Despite its popularity, Justin admitted that Tealosophy has not much advantage since calligraphy 

and tea tasting are unapproachable for the general public. In addition, the city is full of dessert and 

coffee shops, which marginalises the survival of teahouses. Justin and Elvis agreed that it was a bold 

decision to establish Tealosophy, since they need to change the perception of the public and tell 

them tea tasting and calligraphy are not so high to reach. They are encouraged to see their work of 

interest is accepted.  

"In fact, I think most people have been exposed to calligraphy and other cultural education 

when they are in school. Tea ceremony, a leisure activity in the ancient times, is also down to earth. The 

two art forms become unapproachable because of the time constraints we all face in modern society.  

Tealosophy is a space for people to regain interest in the culture, which can be calligraphy, tea ceremony 

or something else. They all await you to explore." Culture has always been part of our life, and Tealosophy is 

unfolding it again.

In the last issue, we discussed the 
marketing strategies employed by 
the creators of cultural and creative 
products. It is obvious that the 
products are meaningful only when 
they find their buyers. What is the 
consumer base for such products 
in Macao? How can we expand the 
market? In this issue, we will explore 
from both the views from the sellers 
and buyers. 

By Yuki Leong, Jason Leong and Roy Lei     Photo courtesy of Agostinho Jesus Liu do Castro,
Yuki Ieong, Jason Leong, Eugenia Lo, Cultural Affairs Bureau     Venue: Macao Story House, 
Pinto-livros

F e a t u r e
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Macao Cultural Centre started running from 1999. Since then, it has been injecting art forces into the city. Pedro Lencastre 

has worked as the director of programme and marketing for the past 16 years, attending art events of all scales with his team. 

Sometimes they would spend over ten hours to appreciate a piece of work to ensure the Cultural Centre is showing what can 

respond to the citizens’ preferences. One of the main duties of Pedro Lencastre is to observe Macao people’s needs and intentions 

towards art events, and attend different art events everywhere to collect splendid programmes. He describes himself as the 

middleman between art performers and audiences. Lencastre doesn’t speak Cantonese, but he appreciates the costumes and 

performance style of Chinese operas. Before viewing Chinese art performances, he would read the translated scripts or briefs first 

to make sure he has grasped the essence of the story. Then he will feel the atmosphere and tension of the stories through actors’ 

interpretation, costumes and body languages.

Lencastre has witnessed the change in the consumer group of the Cultural Centre. In the beginning they were more inclined 

to classical music, and have gradually changed to diversified programmes, for example, performances suitable for the whole family, 

and other art consumers have nurtured other tastes. He also noticed that a more stable young consumer group has emerged 

lately. 

Apart from hallmark classicals, the most popular art programme among locals is musicals. Lencastre said: “Local art consumers 

incline more to familiar performances like Swan Lake and the number of people who risk to see unfamiliar shows are fewer. But 
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the Culture Centre still picks a number of non-mainstream, vanguard art shows for consumers’ choice. After 

all, our team needs to have macro-vision. We do not provide cultural events just to increase tickets 

revenue, but also to stimulate inspiration of local art workers and broaden their perspectives.”

The types of programmes in the Cultural Centre are all-inclusive, suitable for the needs 

for all ages, including topics like hallmarks, family and classics. Lencastre said that the most 

challenging point is that there is no particular target audience for the Cultural Centre, thus 

the promotional proposals and posters designs need to be changed often in order to 

understand characteristics and preferences of different audiences. 

The Cultural Centre has hosted almost 1,000 cultural events and performances 

last year, with an attendance of 270,000, which is 8% more than the previous year. 

Lencastre thought that an art programme that is tremendously popular overseas 

might not be a bestseller in Macao. It depends on whether the programme’s 

topic and cultural background is related to the local scene, and other 

complicated factors like the interpretation style and current trend. For example, 

the attendance of the Cultural Centre is affected during the World Cup period. 

Lencastre confessed: “No one can guarantee which type of programmes 

must be popular among local people. In addition to evaluating consumers’ 

preferences based on the selling of tickets, we also need to pay attention to 

media reports and discussions on social platforms. We need to communicate 

actively with audiences, and travel overseas to observe frequently.” 

Lencastre did not agree that Macao lacks art programme consumers, 

and did not think it is necessary to evaluate the local’s art appreciation 

ability. He said: “Citizens who play music with a radio on street and farmers 

who hum songs while harvesting both have an eye for art appreciation. 

Cultural acts with local characteristics can be found everywhere, and 

anyone has the ability to appreciate artworks.” 

As a place to nurture cultural consumer, Lencastre said that 

attracting citizens to purchase tickets is only the basic step of 

the Cultural Centre. The second step is to make consumers 

participate in workshops actively to learn and create arts. 

The third is to enrich art workers’ creations, and the last is to 

raise the attachment of importance of the society to the 

art culture. 

 Pedro Lencastre, director of 
programme and marketing of 
Macao Cultural Centre, says: “our 
team needs to have macro-vision. 
We do not provide cultural events 
just to increase tickets revenue, 
but also to stimulate inspiration 
of local art workers and broaden 
their perspectives.”

F e a t u r e

 Hallmark classicals are one of the most popular art programme among 
locals, including Faust – Opera in 5 Acts by Charles Gounod.
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Classical music lover; working in the field of music education 

after graduation from university.

 “Macao is definitely a good place for music lovers. World-class 

musicians are often invited to perform in Macao, and concert tickets 

are the cheapest in Asia. It’s good value for money. Every large-scale 

music festival is a must-go event for me.” 

 “But the availability of musical instruments and accessories 

such as sheet music is limited in Macao, and products in Hong Kong, 

Taiwan and Japan are more competitive. I usually buy them outside 

Macao and each time I spend about MOP$1,000.”   

Allison Chan

Ip Kim Kuok

A loyal reader of Ni Kuang’s work and a lover of literature, Wong 

recently has published a literary magazine with a group of his friends. 

 “I usually buy books in the mega-bookstores in the mainland. 

I spend MOP$300 to MOP$400 each month on books. Books are 

cheap in China. Each costs just a few bucks. I read any kind of books. 

Recently I love reading books about diplomacy.”

 “I am especially interested in buying local literary works 

because I found a sense of belonging when I read them. But the 

book cover design and packaging are substandard. It won’t attract 

people to buy even the content is excellent.”

Ricky is a manga fan and often pays attention to what’s new in the 

manga publishing industry, both in and outside Macao.  

 “I spend about MOP$1,000 to buy manga and anime products 

every month. A comic book costs MOP$30, and a pictorial book costs 

over MOP$200. I think that’s the amount what a manga and anime lover 

would usually spend.”

 “I also notice what is happening in the manga and anime industry 

in Macao, but I don’t think it’s worth the time talking about. There aren’t 

any companies here willing to cultivate the industry, and readers in 

Macao don’t really support it. The quality of local manga works is not 

good either. It’s a vicious cycle.” 

Indulged in Japan’s visual-kei style since junior high school, 

Lam’s preference of fashion is simplicity now, and her passion for 

fashion has never changed.  

“I buy new clothes every month and each time I spend 40% of 

my income on fashion. I am not a follower of a particular brand. I buy 

clothes that look good regardless of what brand they are.”

“I usually buy clothes from the brands’ online shops; sometimes 

I like going to the shopping arcade in the Venetaian. I don’t really pay 

attention to local fashion brands. It’s not because of the design, but 

if there’s no big difference in terms of pricing, I would prefer buying 

foreign brands.”

Jessica Lam Wong Io Man Ricky

Aya LeiLeo LeiEugenia Lo

Studied in England and majored in music; has been working in 

the field of music composition and education since coming back to 

Macao. A member of Macao A Cappella Association.

 “I bought a lot of records when I was studying in England. I once 

bought records that were worth several hundred pounds in a store’s 

clearance sale. But I ain’t shopaholic. I listened to the music online 

first and only bought those I thought worth collecting. But I buy less 

in Macao. Choices are limited here. 

Amateur poet in Macao. Inspired by teachers in secondary 

school, Lei discovered the aesthetics of literature and has become 

a writer since then. 

 “I read books about literature and history in my leisure time. I 

read books about economy and marketing for the sake of my work. I 

think I spend an average of MOP$2,000 on books every month.”  

 “I have also paid attention to local literature. Comprehensive 

marketing strategy is needed to promote a book. It’s not just about 

letting the book sit quietly on the shelf.”

Performing arts have become part of Zoe’s life since she was a high school girl. She has in-depth 

knowledge of Macao’s theatre, both on the stage and behind the scene. 

 “I spend about MOP$5,000 annually on programmes related to performing arts, including watching 

plays and attending workshops. I also watch performances in neighbouring cities. When I travel, theatres 

are on my must-see list.”

 “With a small population, Macao can’t compare with other performing arts markets. But Macao has 

its own character. For example, the Old Court Building and Ho Tung Library are very unique performing 

venues. Together with its special background, I believe that Macao has a lot of opportunities yet to be 

discovered.”

Shojo manga artist in Macao and has self-published a book once.

 “I spend MOP$300 to MOP$400 a month on comics. Reading 

comic books is a kind of entertainment and I feel happy when I read 

them. The pricing of the comic books are reasonable. I have also 

published my own work once and understand how much effort you 

have to put in in order to publish a book.”

 “A manga artist in Macao can apply for government funding to 

help publish his/her work, but promotion has to be self-financed. There 

aren’t any manga publishers in Macao, so it’s not easy for a newbie to get 

into the industry.” 

Independent journalist and editor, Lo nurtured her fashion 

sense by watching fashion shows in other countries. She loves 

Japan’s mori-kei style (literally forest style) and vintage clothing.

 “I usually buy my clothes in Hong Kong or online. With a focus in 

the gaming industry, Macao’s shopping malls are targeted mostly at 

the deep pockets and are full of big brands. There aren’t many shops 

with character, and that’s why I rarely shop in Macao. Sometimes I 

make my own clothes, like the one I am now wearing.” 

 “I think fashion supporters are already there in Macao. The only 

thing is the fashion industry here doesn’t have enough channels to 

reach consumers yet.”

F e a t u r e

Zoe Ieong



The Rise of Private Museums: 
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If a museum is successfully operated, it can lift the cultural quality of a city and also become a cultural landmark. 
In addition to government- and university-run museums, a host of privately-run museums have popped up in Hong 
Kong in recent years, including a new art museum that opened this year. Can this museum tucked away in a Kwun 
Tong industrial building, promoting Chinese arts and culture, bring a breath of fresh air to this “cultural desert”?

By Flora Shaw   Photo courtesy of Around Chao

Shaw: Flora Shaw, managing editor of 

C2 magazine

Yeung: Yeung Chun Tong, museum director of 

Sun Museum 

Suen: Chloe Suen, chair of Simon 

Suen Foundation

Shaw: Sun Museum is run by Simon Suen Foundation. Out of 

all the kinds of projects it could support, why choose a museum?

Suen: A lot of businesspeople are engaged in charity in Hong 

Kong, but very few are active in the arts, so we decided to do it and 

raise Hong Kong people’s cultural awareness. The foundation was 

established in 2012, but prior to that we had already done about 

a decade’s worth of work promoting the arts in Hong Kong and 

mainland China, mostly in the realm of researching Chinese classics. 

We thought what we are doing was very valuable, but seemed a 

bit detached from reality for most people, so we wanted to find a 

different way to promote Chinese culture to the public. Since we 

already own the property, and as Mr. Yeung was coincidentally 

retiring from the University of Hong Kong’s art museum at the same 

time, we decided to come together and open a museum.

Shaw: Sun is a small museum, and the location isn’t in the 

usual cultural areas of Hong Kong (Wanchai, Central, Tsim Sha Tsui), 

so how do you plan to attract visitors?

Yeung: We aren’t aspiring to operate a museum at the 

“national treasure” level. We have insufficient resources and 

standards right now, and we don’t have our own collections. But 

even at HKU I was always borrowing exhibits, as long as I had an idea 

in mind for an exhibition I would borrow and make use of existing 

resources. In fact, Sun and the HKU museums are similar; both are 

like Hong Kong diners, people who come don’t expect expensive 

seafood but they will get delicious egg 

tarts and milk tea, and the menu keeps 

on changing. The truth is, a lot of top 

museums in the world are not at the 

“national treasure” level, but 

are smaller museums that 

have become famous 

because they are well 

run. For example, the 

Mori Art Museum 

in Tokyo and Miho 

Museum in Shiga are 

01

Sun Museum is also a promoter of local arts. Starting from this 
month, oil paintings by Hong Kong artists are in the limelight. 

Yeung Chun Tong, museum director of Sun Museum, points out 
that a lot of top museums in the world are not at the “national 
treasure” level, but are smaller museums that have become 
famous because they are well run.

Chloe Suen, chair of Simon Suen Foundation, believes that 
running a museum is one of the most effective ways to promote 
Chinese culture to the public. 

01  
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03  

examples of museums that have greatly raised Japan’s stature in 

the world of museums, becoming landmarks. So we cannot be too 

self-deprecating; any privately-run museum can aspire to become 

an internationally-known landmark. 

Shaw: Why do you think the Japanese museums are so 

successful?

Yeung:  First, Japanese people believe that culture and arts 

are part of life, so they don’t need to really intentionally promote 

museums and people will go. They are also very orderly when they 

look at exhibits in museums and will stop to linger over pieces they 

are particularly interested in and no one will push them to move 

on. If something is worth admiring, it is worth spending the time 

on it. In terms of cultural preservation, Japan is without a doubt a 

powerhouse. Not only does it possess a wealth of exhibits, but its 

museums are also extremely well-designed; all doors in museums 

are automatic, so that old people don’t need to push doors, 

and because automatic doors are quiet and won’t disturb other 

museum-goers. 

Shaw: These two Japanese museums charge admission, but 

you don’t. Do you face financial pressures? How much does it cost 

to run a museum? 

Suen: Sun Museum’s costs are borne by Simon Suen 

Foundation. It costs around HK$8 million a year, including the 

cost of buying exhibits. For the benefactor, the main operating 

pressure comes from the impact of the museum, for example visitor 

numbers. We operate a reservation system, and our goals right now 

are promotion and education, so we 

aren’t charging. Over a thousand 

people have visited since we opened 

and we are pleased about that. 

Yeung: Performance is a 

widely-discussed topic in the realm 

of museum studies. The number 

of exhibits and visitor numbers are 

quantifiable, but they’re only for 

reference. For example, not many 

modes of transport reach the Miho 

Museum every day, meaning a 

maximum of only a few hundred 

people visit each day, even for such 

a famous museum. In terms of visitor numbers, it does not make 

the grade. But it’s still very famous, so we need to look at other 

measures of success, such as its educational value and reputation. If 

the museum can use its limited resources to successfully put on the 

best exhibitions, then it is a valuable museum. 

Shaw: The government is trying to develop the West Kowloon 

Cultural District, while you are in Kowloon East. What do you think is 

the future of this area? 

Yeung: Actually we think the conditions are right. The 

government also has a plan to revitalise Kowloon East. The 

industrial warehouses nearby are attracting artists, designers, and 

lots of small restaurants and shops, which will all become part of 

the cultural fabric of Kowloon East. Sun Museum’s location in Kwun 

Tong complements the cultural and recreational development of 

the area. We can independently promote culture, and at the same 

time fit into the re-development plan of Kowloon East. I believe 

some day Kwun Tong will enjoy a facelift and become a brilliant 

artistic district.

02

03

An "Art Diner" in an Industrial Warehouse
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Case Wong: Absorb Experience First, Don’t Rush Into Running Business
Case Wong started Case Station Advertising and Planning Company Limited in 2005, 

which focuses on publication design, animation design and three-dimensional productions. 

Through the design week, he hopes to exhibit past commercial designs to clients and the 

public to enhance popularity and get to know more designers in different areas. His ideology 

is to combine art and business to create products that fit clients’ needs. He fell in love with 

the atmosphere and working environment of the design centre on his very first visit, but the 

workshops for rent are already full, so he can only plan exhibitions here in the future.

Wong used to work in a big design firm in Shanghai, and it made him realise the 

enormous market in the mainland and the diversity of clients. He thinks that the investment 

to join the industry is not high, most of which goes to the cost of staffing. The key is to devote 

passion and time. For example, sometimes clients have their own thoughts but struggle to 

express them. Then the designers would need to come up with several designs for them to 

choose, and spend a lot of time in amending the designs until the clients are satisfied.

He then went back to Macao to start his own advertising company. Due to lack of 

connections and insufficient understanding of market demands, he had to temporarily 

suspend the business. “I went for beauty— but I didn’t look after my clients’ needs,” he 

concluded. After acquiring more experience in other design companies, he continued his 

own company’s operation.

Looking back at his experience in the commercial design, Wong advises youngsters with 

aspiration to join the industry that despite the government encourages entrepreneurship, 

they need not rush into it. Instead they should have a “molding” period in which they absorb 

social experience before responding to the society’s needs with their design minds.
Leong Chi Hang: Local Designs Need to Establish Their Own Names

Leong Chi Hang specialises in cultural art design, and started brand design 

consulting company Chiii Design with Mann Lao, who has background in commercial 

brand design, in 2012. Based in Macao, the firm focuses on brand images, packaging 

and advertising design, and has got into international markets including Hong Kong, 

mainland China, the UK, the USA and Canada.

Leong thinks that the first edition of the design week is a starting point, and it is 

good to have reached such scale and number of participants. He hopes that more local 

fresh designers will participate in the design week in the future. Leong has worked in 

the Cultural Affairs Bureau(IC) for years, and his duties included the promotion of the 

art festival and the music festival. For example, the posters of the art festival in Macao 

may be more vanguard, which is different from the requirement of the business circles. 

In commercial designs, firms usually want to make their brand stand out; therefore it is 

necessary for the designers’ ideas to integrate with businesses’ requirements. 

In product design, Leong thinks that currently Macao still tends to design 

souvenirs. Although it is understandable to put the main focus on the development 

of tourism, other types of products are worth trying, like furniture and fashion. But 

since Macao lacks comprehensive production line, and it is quite difficult to engage 

with mainland factories, amateurs who wish to design products face limitations. In 

addition, the number of local consumers is relatively low; and so is consumption and 

production, making it difficult to turn ideas into products.

Some people say that designers need to get famous in other places before they 

can get the attention of Macao people, but Leong does not agree with it. “Establishing 

your name in Macao first and participate in international events as a local designer 

can also get you to success. My works when I was with IC got a lot of awards overseas 

which makes local designs more well-known. In this regard, designers rely on the 

media to promote culture and creativity.”

ISSUE11 ISSUE11

Bringing
Design Ideas Together

The first edition of Macau Design Week, organised by the Macao Designers 
Association and co-organised by Macau Design Centre, was held in August. It aims 
to build a bridge between design and the public through design forums, exhibitions, 
design market, movies and concerts. We invited two of the participating designers, 
Case Wong and Leong Chi Hang, to share their experiences and suggestions for the 
development of the design industry.

By Lam Kuan Long     Photo courtesy of Around Chao

First Edition of Macau Design Week Opens: 

 Leong Chi Hang, co-founder of brand 
design consulting company Chiii Design, 

thinks that currently Macao still tends 
to design souvenirs. Although it is 

understandable to put the main focus 
on the development of tourism, 

other types of products are 
worth trying.

E x t r a v a g a n z a

 Case Wong, founder of Case Station 
Advertising and Planning Company 
Limited, advises youngsters with 
aspiration to join the industry that 
despite the government encourages 
entrepreneurship, they need not 
rush into it.
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The animation employed in the exhibition allows 
visitors to use 3D glasses and a touch screen stylus pen 
to study the Tong-an Ships in detail by taking the ship 
apart virtually

Fung Ming-chu, Director of the Taipei Palace Museum 
says, “a conventional exhibition is not lively; the 
historical archives are just lying at the corner, but 
through multimedia technology, Cheung Po Tsai can 
tell his own tale personally.”

City University of Hong Kong and the Taipei Palace 
Museum co-organised the exhibition about Cheung 
Po Tsai, using new media art to recreate the maritime 
history of the 19th century.

01  

02  

03  

By using the 3D glasses and a touch screen stylus pen, the 

audience can study the Tong-an Ships in detail by taking the ship 

apart virtually; by waving their arms, the audience can also make an 

animated Cheung Po Tsai comes to life and tell them old stories in 

Cantonese. The two Tong-an Ships models built two years ago and this 

multimedia exhibition are based the illustration attached with palace 

memorial of the Qing court in the TPM collection. 

TPM has started developing cultural and creative products since 

the 1980s. Now the museum has established 21 digital collection 

databases, launched a comprehensive global website in nine 

languages, published e-newsletters in Chinese and English, and set 

up an online learning database; just like a museum without walls. 

TPM also devotes to creating new media art, such as making the Qing 

court painter Giuseppe Castiglione’s Hundred Horses into scroll-based 

animation and the "Rebuilding the Tong-an Ship New Media Art 

Exhibition" has been touring around Taiwan.

Fung Ming-chu, Director of the Taipei Palace Museum said, “a 

conventional exhibition is not lively; the historical archives are just lying 

at the corner, but through multimedia technology, Cheung Po Tsai can 

tell his own tale personally.” In addition, the multimedia exhibition 

inspires a series of design process and brings positive development to 

the cultural and creative industry. 

CityU’s School of Creative Media has created two new media 

installations for the exhibition: Linear Navigator of Chinese Maritime 

History and Paint and Sail your Tong-an Ship. In fact, there are more 

multimedia exhibitions in the recent years, such as the “Pure Land: 

Inside the Mogao Grottoes at Dunhuang” exhibition 4 years ago. The 

Dunhuang Grottoes were presented in virtual reality. In 2013, CityU 

cooperated with the Hong Kong Maritime Museum and digitalised a 

Qing Dynasty scroll We Are Like Vapours: Pacifying the South China Sea. 

The painting was projected on a 360-degree screen and the audience 

can zoom in to see the characters in the painting.

As the leading new media art exhibition organisers in Taiwan and 

Hong Kong, TPM and CityU understand that new media art exhibition 

is a global trend. A memorandum of understanding regarding future 

cooperation between the two parties was signed last year. The Cheung 

Po Tsai exhibition is the first exhibition is their first collaboration in 

Hong Kong. The second collaboration, "Giuseppe Castiglione-Lang 

Shining New Media Art Exhibition" will be held in Italy in the end of 

2015, celebrating the Italian missionary and painter at the court of the 

Qing dynasty’s arrival in China three centuries. Castiglione’s work will 

be transformed into digital versions as well.  

It is challenging to get young people to pick a history book 

about Cheung Po Tsai these days since they have formed a new 

reading habit; neither should we expect the TV drama would 

restore all the historical facts. If one wants to know about Cheung 

Po Tsai without reading a dull book, the multimedia exhibition may 

be an option.

The latest TVB drama Cheung Po Tsai tells the 

story of the infamous pirate, who ruled the sea in 

Guangdong during the Qing Dynasty. The 200-year-ago tale is just a cliché 

without some new gimmicks, so the drama creator made the protagonist 

go back in time and meet Cheung Po Tsai.

The television giant is not the one to give more effort to repackage 

history stories, so as the museum. 

In September, the City University of Hong Kong (CityU) and the Taipei 

Palace Museum (TPM) co-organised the "Rebuilding the Tong-an Ships 

New Media Art Exhibition", using new media art to recreate the life sea-

faring culture and the Qing Navy’s advancement during the 19th century. 
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Date: 03/10/2015  – 29/11/2015 

Time: 10am-6pm (no rest days) 

Venue: Smohouse (No.208, Dadun 6th St.,    
               Nantun Dist., Taichung City 408, Taiwan)

Ticket: NTD$99 (Limited postcards included)

Details: Guest illustration artist Yuni Masuda 
from Japan holds exhibition in Taiwan, picking 
no. 18 skyisland as the first stop of her Taiwan 
tour. Her Beetle Stamp and Illustrations were 
nominated for the “Geisai” Art Exhibition 
Examiner Awards. In addition to the whole 
collection of her famous beetles stamps and 
her unpublished 2015 works showcased in 
Kaohsiung, the Taichung fair also features new 
works.

Organisers: Smohouse, no.18 skyisland

Website: www.smohouse.com/2015-10-11-exhibition

Yuni Masuda Beetle Stamps Illustration 
Exhibition- Taiwan Exhibition Tour

Date: 07/11/2015 

Time: 8pm 

Venue: Grand Auditorium, 
                Macao Cultural Centre 

Ticket: MOP 100

Details: Why is there Mosiac Pavement in 
Macau? How Macao was named? How did the 
Portuguese land on Macao 500 years ago? How 
was the Feast of the Immaculate Conception 
parade originated? Try to guess the answers 
to all these. “Macau on Mosiac” is a series of 
choreography built on the history of Macao 
where western culture meeting the east.

Organiser: Regina Dance Group

Website: www.ccm.gov.mo/Event.aspx/Detail/6720

Macau on Mosiac

Date: 12/11/2015 – 13/11/2015 

Time: 8pm 

Venue: Small Auditorium, Macao Cultural Centre 

Ticket: MOP 120/100

Details: The story revolves around a 
teenage girl living in a remote far-off 
village who woke up to discover that the 
whole village has become abandoned and 
villagers have disappeared like they have 
never existed. The only sound is from the 
heart of the forest far away. The teenage girl 
followed the sound and went on an “Alice in 
the Wonderland” adventure. 

Organiser: Dream Theatre Association 

Website: www.fmac.org.mo/activity/                
                   activityContent_4827

Voice of Temptation Concert

Date: 14/11/2015 – 15/11/2015 (Route A)
             21/11/2015 – 22/11/2015 (Route B)

Time: 4pm 

Venue: Iao Hon Community 

Ticket: MOP 120, Route A+B Package MOP 200

Details: Renowned Danish artist Kitt Johnson 
came to explore Macao’s Iao Han community 
with creative local artists in October 2014 
and he is coming again in November this 
year, participating in OFF | SITE 2015 as a co-
director. He will instruct three nominated 
trainees to create and perform, and join hands 
with other invited local creative workers and 
integrate their works to rope up a journey 
stimulating participants’ five senses. 

Organiser: Soda-City Experimental Workshop

Website: offsitemacao2015.weebly.com

OFF | SITE 2015   

Date: 20/11/2015 – 08/12/2015 

Time: TBC, please refer to event website for updates

Venue: Cinematheque · Passion 

Ticket: TBC, please refer to event website for updates

Details: One of the main programmes of this 
edition of the Ying E Chi Film Festival is the 
selected showing of Asian Master Mikio Naruse, 
which will show six of Naruse’s movies, including: 
Floating Clouds; When a Woman Ascends the 
Stairs; Daughters, Wives and a Mother; Her Lonely 
Lane; Yearning and Scattered Clouds. Organisers 
hope to broaden audiences’ horizons and 
introduce the valuable classics by the master 
to Macao people through showing a series of 
independent movie works.

Organiser: Ying E Chi Macao

Website: www.facebook.com/yingechimacau

Ying E Chi Macao Film Festival 2015

Date: 07/11/2015 – 31/11/2015 

Time: 9:30am-6pm (closed on Saturdays, 
             Sundays and Public Holidays) 

Venue: Oriental Foundation 

Ticket: Free

Details: Last year’s “Autumn Salon” included 56 
works from 31 local artists. Painting, printmaking,
sculpture,photography, installation and video 
art were the disciplines at the exhibition. The 
"Autumn Salon" not only created a platform for 
the local artists, to allow them to exchange and 
learn from each other, but also provided a good 
opportunity for collectors so that they can easily 
bring their favourite artworks home.
Organisers: Oriental Foundation and 
                         Art for All Society (AFA)

Website: www.afamacau.com

6th Edition of Autumn Salon

Date: 06/11/2015 – 08/11/2015 

Time: 8pm (Friday & Saturday) ; 3pm (Sunday)  

Venue: HKICC Lee Shau Kee School of Creativity          

                (No. 135, Junction Road, Kowloon, HK)

Ticket: HK$ 123

Details: Each night of “Floating on 432 Hz” 
includes two dramas with entrance using one 
ticket. Director Chan Hin Lung presents with 
his gang the existence of the thinking Hyst()ry 
accompanied by live music and body motility; 
while planner Alvinsing presents by himself a 
cross-media musical installation Myosotis—an 
imagination about memory and existence.

Organiser: HerStory Polygon

Website: www.facebook.com/

                   events/552940318188725

Floating on 432 Hz Binaural
Cross-media Music Theater

014 015

Event
Calender

2015 Moments Taichung 

Date: 03/10/2015 – 13/12/2015 

Time: Refer to event schedule

Venue: Taichung State Hall/ Natural Way Six Arts  
                Cultural Center/ Taichung Fun Sound 

               Station/ Taichung Literature Museum

Ticket: Free

Details: 2015 Moments Taichung invited Macau 
Design Centre to participate in its Waterfront 
Art Corridor performance. Live music performances 
by local Taiwan Alan International Ensemble were 
featured, as well as projections and animations 
by Macao lighting and production team Neba 
Studio.  Exhibits will later be moved to Taichung’s Red 
Dot Hotel & Culture and displayed until Nov 30. 

Organiser: Cultural Affairs Bureau of Taichung
                      City Government

Website: www.dcmacau.com  ;    www.moments-
taichung.com

Date: 17/10/2015 – 03/01/2016 

Time: 10am-7pm (closed on Mondays) 

Venue: Macao Museum of Art

Ticket: Adults: MOP 5; Students: MOP 2

Details: The art works in this exhibition by 
Zhou Chunya were inspired from Yangzhou, 
the city which enjoyed extraordinary influence 
in the development of traditional Chinese 
literati painting. Zhou’s works are different 
from ordinary landscape painting or Western 
oil painting that we are familiar with. He 
employs mountains and stones as the subject 
matter of his painting with strongly contrasting 
and flamboyant colours. The composition and 
colours of his painting imply the strong intense 
personality of the artist: he selects a distinctive 
path between tradition and innovation.

Organiser: Macao Museum of Art

Website: www.mam.gov.mo

Zhou Chunya – New Works 2015

Date: 08/11/2015 

Time: 3pm- 5pm 

Venue: 2/F, D2 Place, Lai Chi Kok, HK

Ticket: Free

Details: ChangeMaker Book Club is a reading 
exchange event with a topic of social innovation. 
Participants will bring their own books related 
to the topic and make introduction and sharing. 
Book-crossing is also allowed where second-
handed books can be gifted away or exchanged. 
Organisers encourage participants to write their 
own feeling to the book on a bookmark and 
leave it on the book to be gifted away. 

Organiser: Collaboration Initiatives International

Website: www.facebook.com/                  
                   events/1600584886828779

ChangeMaker Book Club x 
Brainstorming for Social Good



Last time I mentioned that the mentality 

between literary magazine editors and book 

lovers isn’t purely “addition”—it involves many 

rational analysing and calculation. This time let’s 

talk about the most interesting variant: readers.

The interesting part about readers is 

that they can always stun you with all sorts 

of surprising questions or suggestions. For 

instance, they will leave a comment to request 

us to invite a certain writer to interview, ask 

about a certain book’s sale point, or even follow 

up on a certain restaurant’s address mentioned 

by the interviewee in the article. These “strange 

questions” certainly reflect that the readers 

attach much importance and thinking to the 

content, but at the same time it also reflects 

some collective mentality of Hong Kong and 

Macao readers.

“The information is detailed and the page 

design is rich. You can tell that the editors are 

really hardworking!”

A loyal reader of mine told me this. Maybe 

she doesn’t know that such casual remark had 

me pondering for a long time. I especially took 

the word “hardworking” to heart. My conclusion 

is that what she was trying to say was “there’re 

too many texts!”

I didn’t intend to rebut by mentioning such 

remark again. It’s only that I believe that she was 

not the only one thinking this. I would say this 

because nowadays the posts come extremely 

quick and most people’s reading habit are thus 

influenced: short articles, infographic which 

simplifies complicated information and the 

visual impact brought by beautiful illustrations 

have long reduced our acceptance of long 

articles. The strong interactivity of the cyber 

world enables readers to give feedback while 

reading, and become part of the people that 

changes or leads the direction of discussion. 

Comparatively, reading on paper is no doubt 

a more lonely and slower process. In addition, 

books magazines are confined by topics and 

the effect by illustrations or artwork are limited. 

It is easy to make readers feel an imbalance of 

pictures and texts, and fall into the predicament 

of being “wordly”. 

 “I don’t have time to go to the book store 

to get the magazine every month -- can you 

mail them to me? I will pay for the postage.”

Similar messages appear via phone calls 

or Facebook almost every month-- pretty in line 

with Hong Kong people’s mass ideology that 

“time > money”. But according to the current 

situation, including the magazine that I work 

for, there are three magazines with the topic of 

reading. Coincidentally, all three are sponsored 

by a certain listed property company, and all 

three are distributed in the malls under that 

company, retail bookstores, upstairs bookstores 

and different schools from university, secondary 

schools to primary schools. It is easy to get a 

book on hand, but the current atmosphere is 

that people complain it’s inconvenient to pick 

up a book from the convenient store down the 

road -- they prefer to have it delivered directly to 

their home. The impact of being “free” may be 

far lower than being “convenient”. To make the 

people in this city to actually pay for a literary 

magazine, the path is even more winding and 

long. In face of this, having good content is the 

basic requirement; how to attract eyeballs by 

“sharp” designs that tell stories, and to keep the 

topics more relevant to public lives are what we 

have to dig deep for.

However, exactly because our patience to 

long articles are getting lower, and we attach 

more and more importance to time, I am more 

convinced that a healthy city should have one 

(or more) reading magazines to allow people 

to balance between fragmented texts and 

long articles on paper books, and to squeeze 

out some time in such a rushed live. Only by 

doing so can we slowly build up the tempo and 

feeling of grabbing a book on hand to read it 

and popularise reading.

So, in addition to promoting reading, are 

there other roles that a reading magazine can 

play in a city? Let’s talk about it next time.

Most Macao troupes plan their annual 

projects according to their year plans or 

individual applications. In general, new 

productions can land more sponsors, and 

because most troupes are amateurs, the time 

for people involved in the production is shorter. 

When there’s an opportunity to produce a 

performance, people hope to try new things.

Hong Kong and Macao troupes produce 

many new plays every year. Plays with more 

number of performances or those that can 

restage multiple times are mainly of public 

taste. In Macao there are few productions that 

can be restaged multiple times. I have started 

as independent producer since 2009, and I 

have always hoped to produce a play that 

can be restaged on and on. But there is no 

such condition in Macao, so the only way is 

to seek suitable audiences outside instead of 

pleasing the existing ones. For me, the biggest 

change is that I no longer produce for a certain 

performance schedule. There are very few 

performance venues in Macao that we have to 

conceptualise the plays after we find a venue. 

But I think the products are more important. 

Therefore, for the past few years, I focused 

more on discussing production directions 

with artists but not produce just for the sake of 

producing. I only did four plays in the past six 

years, including Playing Landscape, DewDrop in 

the City, Travelling Hometown and Picnic in the 

Cemetery. I spent two years to conceptualise 

and produce each play.  

All four plays were small or middle-scaled 

productions, ranging from two to four actors. All 

backdrops and props were designed according 

to “tour-ability” so that we don’t have to spend 

on props and large-scale productions. The 

objective is to control cost and focus resources 

on personnel, allowing people involved in 

creation and production to participate full-

time over a period of time. At the same time 

sufficient creation time is allowed for creators to 

play more freely. 

The next step is to enhance the technique 

of participants in all positions through repeated 

performances. Thus, for me, there is no “restage” 

or so-called “long run”. There are only concepts 

for “previews” and “premiers”. As long as we excel 

a play, there will be audiences who appreciate it 

anywhere. 90% of our plays are staged overseas 

since 2009, with over 50 performances each 

for Playing Landscape, DewDrop in the City and 

Picnic in the Cemetery.

We participated in the Edinburgh Festival 

Fringe last year with Playing Landscape, 

Picnic in the Cemetery and Puzzle the Puzzle, 

scoring multiple five-star reviews. Picnic in 

the Cemetery was regarded as the must-see 

show by the British theatre guidebook, and 

Playing Landscape was even nominated for 

the Asian Art Award. This gave us enormous 

encouragement and proved that Macao plays 

are no longer amateur. 

Picnic in the Cemetery  was played for the 

52nd time in Porto recently. Musicians Njo Kong-

kie and Hong Iat-U played in all 52 showings. 

Njo is a young local musician, and being able 

to perform for the same play 52 times in two 

and a half years is an extremely rare training 

opportunity. His maturity is reflected in this 

year’s performances. In addition to techniques, 

the more important thing is the growth of his 

performance mentality. 

The biggest problem facing Macao is over-

production. Affected by the mode of sponsor, 

troupes are constantly making new plays that 

last one to two showings, leaving no time for 

the play and the creators to grow. If we wish 

for the cultural industry to develop, we should 

allow time for plays and playmakers to enhance 

the products. Creators should also reconsider 

the aim of creation and the way it is made, 

reduce the quantity of production and raise the 

quality of performances, allowing more space 

for themselves to perfect a play. 

Alvis Sio was born in Macao in the 1990s. She is a media 
worker in Hong Kong, and the author of The Good Old days of 
Colonial Hong Kong and Macao.

Alvis Sio
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Independent exhibition organiser and producer in art 
promotion and cross-boundary art creation. Worked in 
Macao government organisations to promote art since 1998, 
planned programmes like performance art festivals, film 
festivals and other festivals. Planned multiple trans-country 
art exchange events as independent producer since 2009.

Erik Kuong
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 Photo courtesy of lee.jodie-WeiChuan
 Picnic in the Cemetery Performance in Tainan



If the cinema is showing a Spanish film 

made by the artistically and commercially 

succeeded Pedro Almodóvar, I am certain it 

would attract the young enthusiasts. I would 

not have watched Relatos Salvajes (2014), 

despite the brilliant plot, if Almodóvar was not 

the producer of the film.

In Macao, the Macao Stories series seems 

to have made a similar reputation, especially 

after the release of the highly acclaimed 

Macao Stories 3. I believe everyone is looking 

forward to the new stories in the future. With 

the famous director and good stories, it is 

important to maintain the high standard of the 

series. Reputation can be gained fast but it can 

be gone fast as well. If the quality cannot be 

maintained, just like the poorly-made products 

from the country-you-know-which, there is 

little we can do to help.

As for the film adaptations from literature, 

which are actually an interactive gimmick for 

film promotion allowing the audience to know 

about the original story. It is a common tactic for 

the film industry to benefit each other since a 

long time ago. Adapting films from best-sellers 

is the recent trend in Hollywood because the 

audience usually tend to assume the adaption 

would be good. After the film becomes a 

blockbuster, the publisher will reprint the 

original story with “now a major blockbuster” 

on the new book cover.  It is very much like 

why the Nobel Prize-winning writers are selling 

more books after being awarded. 

Recently, the screening of When Felicity 

Calls, a micro-film adaptation from a short story 

of mine, attracted over a hundred audiences. 

Aiming to promote Macao literature, the film 

was written and directed by Emily Chan Nga 

Lei, one of the most popular film icons this 

summer in town. The original story is about a 

young writer takes part in the Literary Award 

out of love. Writers of different generations in 

Macao guest starred in the film, also works of 

literature were mentioned. In addition, the film 

score was written by the Macao independent 

band aRiejohn, lyric based on GaAya Cheang, 

a Macao poet and my writings. The up-and-

coming Macao-based fashion designer, 

Chantelle Cheang and the Macao illustrator 

Lin Ge wer responsibility for art design and film 

poster respectively. The filmmaker joined forces 

with these great individuals not only made a 

good team, but also left an impression. 

As a matter of fact, this approach is not 

something new. When Alfred Hitchcock was 

making Strangers on a Train (1951), the original 

author P. Highsmith was still a newbie. For fear 

that the film might not sell well, Hitchcock 

involved a well-known novelist Raymond 

Chandler in the screen writing process. 

Unfortunately, Hitchcock and Chandler had a 

falling out during the production and Ben Hecht, 

a famous screenwriter took over. He, too feared 

that the newbie writer’s work might not be 

appreciated by the audience, thus an assistant 

of him was asked to write the screenplay.  The 

film was a huge success with Chandler still listed 

as screenwriter. It was unfortunate that the film 

had ruined the relationship between Hitchcock 

and Chandler, nevertheless, Highsmith the 

author and Czenzi Ormonde the screenwriter 

were both benefited by selling a lot more books 

and gaining more opportunities. 

(When literature encounters movies; 

when movies encounter literature series

– Part 2)

Macao poet, novelist and columnist. Published works 
include The Largo do São Domingos Countdown, a collection 
of his short stories; Ferris Wheel and A Fictional World, a 
collection of poetry and prose; and a series of promotional 
videos about Macao’s literature, co-published with poet 
Cheang Ga Aya.

Rai Mutsu
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The appreciation of art deepens with 

the passage of time. With time, one acquires 

a better understanding towards an artistic 

piece of work. One good example is the 

exhibits of Robert Cahen, a French artist. 

In his recent exhibition, many artpieces 

required the visitors to take time to reflect on 

their meanings. In particular, the 23-minute 

video exhibit Fall with the Objects demands 

such attention from the viewers. For some, 

this animated “painting”, in which everyday 

objects slowly fall from a fixed “canvas frame”, 

may not mean anything, or they may not 

know how to respond to it. However, its 

artistic meaning lies in the everyday nature 

of objects. The artist’s message is that 

everything in this world falls gently from 

the canvas. What the artistic piece conveys 

that everything in this world will eventually 

disappear, regardless of the efforts one 

makes to sustain them. It also reflects how 

everything is bound by the law of time. When 

one thing vanishes, it still exists within the 

memory, even if that moment has become 

the past and is irrevocable. 

The meaning of art does not lie solely 

in the substance of the object itself, but in 

the value rendered by the artpiece. In The 

Charm of Art by Taiwanese artist, Chang Yi, art 

is defined as a unique spiritual product that, 

on a sentimental level, articulates the artist’s 

awareness of life, and in this process others 

will derive a life-enriching experience of art 

appreciation. However, art itself can also 

encourage the use of reason, and as such it 

cannot be fully explained by subjective value. 

Indeed, art possesses intensely subjective 

elements that appeal to man’s subjective 

self. Based on the theory on artmaking by 

British art critic, Herbert Read, man projects 

subjective value onto artistic works, and in 

so doing frees himself from the trappings 

of his own emotions. Be it technological 

advancement or consumer living, the 

development in our contemporary world has 

clearly surpassed that in previous decades. 

The pursuit of rational thinking has led to 

certain inhibitions against sentimentality. 

Therefore, the function of art in reflecting 

subjective values can serve to promote the 

diversity of contemporary art. For many who 

are interested in art, they might be affected 

by the sentiments reflected in art exhibits in 

a museum, to such an extent that make them 

tremble or shed their tears.

The meaning of art deepens over 

time. In today’s rapidly changing society, 

many people are compelled to make 

decisions in life even before they can fully 

comprehend a situation. In other words, 

our lives are all about instant gratifications, 

simplified and straightforward living, and 

within such a social process, whatever that 

does not fall easily within the mainstream 

becomes marginalised. Fortunately, where 

art development is concerned, fine art is 

still well-received and not marginalised. 

Nevertheless, the immediacy of mainstream 

culture has led to the pursuit of exaggerated 

desires and over-glamorous marketing. This 

phenomenon has almost become a kind of 

religious cult: while those in favour of it are 

quite oblivious, those outside its sphere are 

shocked by it. On the contrary, those living in 

the mainstream will consider anyone outside 

it alien and strange. Art itself has never 

been exclusive. Rather, it has an evident, all-

embracing core. However, the difference in 

artistic expressions will sometimes cause 

tremendous divides. Therefore, exchange of 

views and communication between different 

art practices are necessary, so that art is not 

too crudely divided into “mainstream” and 

“non-mainstream”.

Art and Time

Research Assistant at the Department of Communications, 
Faculty of Social Sciences, University of Macau; Master of 
Public Policy, Willy Brandt School of Public Policy at the 
University of Erfurt.
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How Reputable Individuals Benefit 
from Each Other

Cheong Sio Pang

 Photo courtesy of Macao Museum of Art



From a certain perspective, the idea of a 

cultural arts district seems a perfect solution 

to revive an old-fashioned city, Dongguan, 

in Guangdong province. A city steeped in 

history, it suffers from its own setbacks. Take 

Foshan as example. As the city’s most ancient 

district, Lingnan Tiandi cultural arts district, 

with its long cultural legacy, has become 

derelict. Given the high cost of preservation, 

neither its residents nor the government 

could afford it. As a result, prominent, 

downtown areas have deteriorated over 

time. This phenomenon can be explained by 

several factors. Firstly, to redevelop an old city, 

relocation of residents is necessary. Certain 

historic buildings protected under national 

laws must be preserved with traditional 

methods. Development is hence hampered 

by the difficulty to obtain the appropriate 

building materials such as special tiles, molds, 

ceramic decorations, wooden carvings and 

so on, all of which require the works of skilled 

craftsmen. Moreover, upon restoration of 

these buildings, there is the question of 

whether the indigenous residents should 

be allowed to return, and if they do, will 

they be able to sustain the maintenance of 

these buildings? On the other hand, what 

will happen if the residents prefer modern 

housing equipped with contemporary 

amenities? If most residents decide to 

leave, what will happen to the restored 

architectures?

Lingnan Tiandi is an impressive 

example. What is the driving force behind 

such innovation, and what is the reason 

behind the idea of approaching a developer 

rather than a museum? Undertaking the 

redevelopment project, Shui On Land came 

up with the entire development plan for the 

district, showing that they are keen not just 

to construct buildings, but to create a new 

town.

What environmental facilities are 

necessary for a new town? What are the 

advantages and profitability of a historic 

cultural city? In fact, such in-depth 

consideration of the subject matter is no 

easy task. Taking into consideration factors 

such as areas of commerce, transportation 

networks and synergy with neighbouring 

areas, Lingnan Tiandi is a successful example 

of redevelopment. Surrounding this old 

district are a variety of amenities such as 

a metro station,  public transport stops, 

commerce, high-end B&Bs, a brand new 

residential district, schools etc.. The former 

residents of the restored buildings are then 

relocated to modern accommodation, 

while deredict housing might be subject to 

a comprehensive repair or redevelopment 

programme. Such redevelopment preserves 

a district based on its own features and 

historic value, turning it into a region with 

museums, shops, restaurants, individual 

enterprises and souvenir outlets. With the 

arrival of attractive, contemporary retail, the 

area has become a bustling centre with trade 

and business opportunities. Having gone 

downhill for a long time after the clean-up 

of prostitution activities, Dongguan has for a 

long time remained abandoned by its former 

inhabitants, a strong contrast compared to its 

prosperity three decades ago. Many foreign-

owned factories have been left idle. Recently, 

the former factory site of Vanke Properties 

has been converted into Vanke Cultural Arts 

Space, and is opened in July this year. Visiting 

there for the first time in August, I found that 

many of the spaces are still unfurnished, 

and the site remains very similar to the 

state when it was used as a factory. Within 

it, suitable office blocks have been turned 

into offices for design, advertising agencies 

and arts-related companies. Sites suitable 

for supporting retail have been transformed 

into bars, cafes and upscale restaurants. In 

addition, substantial outdoor space typical of 

factories is now used for staging arts festivals, 

which draws considerable pedestrian flow, 

and offers space for parking facilities.

This can be seen as an important step 

for the revival of enterprises in Dongguan. 

After all, arts and culture can often help to 

generate a bigger residential population, 

thereby stimulating retail spending and other 

activities. These activities then catalyse the 

rise of property prices in the neighbourhoods 

and cause demographic changes in the 

region. In Taiwan, such changes in the city are 

known as “acupuncture”, referring to the relief 

of blockages in the body.

In this win-win situation, however, 

the poor may suffer. With the rise in 

property prices and spending levels, the 

poor are sidestepped and forced to live 

in the periphery of the bustling city, and 

the income discrepancy between the 

rich and the poor deepens over time. I 

do not know how China can address this 

inevitable outcome, but the sight of so 

many beggars flocked around the rail 

station in Dongguan seems to suggest that 

it remains unresolved.

In recent years, the entertainment industry 

is dominated by talent shows. From pop song 

contests to drama competitions, these have 

been met with much enthusiasm and sustained 

interests from the audience. The young winners 

that emerge from the eager contestants not 

only succeed to capture their own fans, they are 

also able to reap opportunities for advancing 

their artistic ambitions, and the promise of a 

glamorous, lucrative career awaits them. Such 

talent contests are also quite common in the 

arts field, in various parts of the world, and 

have opened doors for many new artists over 

the years. In general, the winners can acquire 

much prestige from these competitions and 

may sometimes be offered contracts, which 

is seen as a significant step in their creative 

careers. Recently, such talent exhibitions 

have taken place in the UK and Macao, which 

offer reference points to the emergent artists 

keen to enter the arts and cultural field.

RA Summer Exhibition
With a history of 247 years, the Summer 

Exhibition is one of the best-known exhibition 

events of the Royal Academyof Art. Each year, 

the Academy will openly recruit for talented 

artists from all over the country. Anyone with 

an interest in art-making, regardless of gender, 

race, age or occupation, can submit their 

artworks to the exhibition. Upon receiving 

these entries, the organiser would invite the 

experienced, well-esteemed professors, art 

critics and artists to judge the competition. In 

this year alone, over 12,000 artpieces had been 

submitted, from which the panel will shortlist 

over 1,100 artworks for the final competition.

This kind of art exhibits submitted 

by people from different social strata can 

be seen as representing the latest British 

contemporary art scene. From traditional 

paintings, art prints, sculptures to architectural 

models, the exhibits highlight the fashionable 

trends, styles and aesthetics of contemporary 

art. However, such exhibition activities offer 

more than a platform for appreciation. In 

fact, artpieces exhibited can be bought and 

sold, and visitors can even enquire about 

commissioning art from artists featured in this 

exhibition. The thoughtful organiser has even 

produced a comprehensive art catalogue 

for the audience, detailing information on 

and the selling price of each exhibit. This 

system allows the showcase of emerging 

art talent where the quality of art exhibits is 

assessed by professionals, and encourages 

the public to take an interest in buying art. 

The artists can enjoy the media publicity of 

the exhibition as well as receive revenue for 

their works. In this way, both artists and the 

community can benefit from the art showcase.

Macao’s New Art Wave Expo - An 
International Arts Expo for Art 
Graduates

This year, Macao’s inaugural New 

Art Wave Expo emerging talent show 

focuses on the art exhibits by art graduates 

from all over the world. It aims to provide 

a platform for talented, emerging artis

ts to feature their works in the art market. 

As a new initiative, it has attracted over 

328 emerging art practitioners from 

over 20 countries and regions, with most 

participants coming from mainland China, 

Macao and Taiwan. During the exhibition 

period, the organiser has invited leading art 

curators, critics and art college professors in 

and outside Macao to help to select the best 

works from the collection. As revealed in its 

mission statement, the event aims to promote 

the passion for art and to encourage creation. 

It is hoped that this generation of emerging 

artists showcased can further their practices 

in the local art scene and encourage more 

art expos to take place in Macao, thereby 

making the art market much more vibrant.

Art Talent Shows: RA’s Summer Exhibition and 
Macao’s New Art Wave Expo

From Derelict Buildings to a Modern Cultural District: 
The Question of Dongguan’s Revival

Freelance writer. Masters of Arts from Taipei National 
University of Graduate Institute of Theatre Performance 
and Playwriting and Graduate Institute of Architecture and 
Cultural Heritage. Chang sees travel as a discipline and learns 
to look at things from a different angle each time when 
she is in a strange place. Published works include Amazing 

Australia, An In-Depth Guide to Angkor and Lonely Planet 
IN Series: Taiwan.
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Graduated from SOAS; now living in London as a writer.
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Having run Bitetone for a few years, I have 

befriended many musicians and got to know 

many people working in the music industry. 

With Bitetone’s gradually growing popularity, 

occasionally we are approached by commercial 

organisations or charitable groups to cooperate 

and plan music-related events, workshops or 

feature articles. Words have it that many people 

still say the independent musical circle equates 

to rock bands or composer-singer with a guitar. 

Therefore when planning different music 

shows, we hope to introduce various music 

genres to audiences. For example, in Hong 

Kong, there’s Sensi Lion which plays reggae and 

Gadjo Station which plays East-European gypsy 

jazz. In recent years folk music has also become 

popular. Musicians like Hakgwai, Chor and the 

Interzone Collective etc. delve into folk music 

instruments like didgeridoo, handpan, jew’s 

harp and frame drum, introducing traditional 

culture behind the music to Hong Kong people, 

and at the same time cleanse the souls through 

these types of spiritual music. 

Connecting musical units with different 

styles and characteristics is something we 

like to try. The musical circle is not too big and 

many musicians already know one another. 

An occasional crossover is fun to do. Last 

autumn we were invited to plan an afternoon 

concert at Via Fiori of Taikoo Place. We invited 

local beatbox sensation HeartGrey to perform 

with singer Kurt. Then it suddenly struck us: 

wouldn’t it be more fun to mix in a cappella with 

beatbox? So we got an a cappella group to join 

the crossover. On the first rehearsal, HeartGrey 

“automatically” threw in some beatbox sound 

effects like seagulls and monsoons into a Chinese 

minor, and we knew it would be an awesome 

crossover. In the end they also played "Happy" 

by Pharrell, and when they performed it, a lot of 

children danced to the music. There was a spark 

between the performers and audiences, and also 

between the performers themselves. 

This year we are going to plan the afternoon 

conert, which takes place on every Thursday from 

October to November again, and we decided 

to be even bolder and suggested a number 

of cross-industry performances. In the end we 

decided to keep the focus on music, and we 

invited surprising units to mix and match. The 

band Chochukmo infuses funk, math rock and 

jazz to their music creation. Would it be even 

better if we mixed in a little bit of Jamaican touch? 

So we gingerly suggested them to cooperate 

with reggae musician Mouse FX, and they said 

yes and look forward to the surprising melodies 

that will be resulted. Young composer-singer 

Michael Lai and Kevin Kaho Tsui both started out 

as street performers, with different styles and even 

language. But if you look closer, you will find that 

both of them write songs about local Hong Kong 

stories, and it should be interesting for them to jam 

together. 

Speaking of interesting musical crossovers, 

I think the recent album by Sandee Chan, in 

which masters like Tsai Ming-liang and Luo Yijun 

wrote lyrics for her, is a rare cooperation project. 

Apart from that, the recent album “SYNC” by 

Hong Kong digital musician Choi Sai-ho did 

crossovers with various vocals in some songs. 

I especially recommend "Perfect Equality" that 

was cooperated with Chochukmo lead vocal 

Jan Curious- it is an edgy song with a blackhole-

like appeal which makes you want to listen over 

and over to different layers of music effects, and 

the meaning of the lyrics. I recommend you all 

to listen to it.

Music Mix & Match
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A local Hong Konger, Rachel fell in love with Tat Ming Pair 
and Britpop in secondary school and since then developed 
a deep interest in pop culture. After graduating from Baptist 
University’s school of journalism, she started writing for 
various English and Chinese publications in Hong Kong. 
Rachel is now working as managing editor of online music 

platform Bitetone and events director of Cuetone. She 
loves travel, spicy chips and orange colour; and she 

hates waiting for the bus.

Rachel Mok
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